
Unlock the potential 

of a better journey.
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Educational institutions 

want spaces that are 

conducive to the academic 

environment and flexible 

within their planning to 

help inspire and engage 

the student body and 

faculty alike.  

Make your school stand out  

as a symbol of success!

Our products offer students a range of public and private 
study workspaces with unique product connections,  
which can serve multiple uses for quiet individual work  
or collaborative team projects. 
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Study Carrels

Focus spaces are essential for academic 

achievement. Your students will appreciate 

these smart spaces to find peace and quiet 

while staying connected. 

Library &  
Study Spaces

The Xtension collection is perfect for focus spaces and  
offers efficient electricity management. Add Infiniti and  
Leo modular seating to the space to create a perfectly  
welcoming environmnent.

XTENSION-LEO-C001
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Learn more

Discover our rectractable connectivity unit

Price List



Help your students stay connected and be more 

productive by providing electrical and USB 

charging stations at each study area. Students can 

make the most of study sessions when they don’t 

have to interrupt their work by moving to plug in 

their devices.

The Xtension collection’s dividing panels use cable channels for 
electricity management and can be made more attractive by 
concealing cables with a laminate cover.

XTENSION-LEO-C001B
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Learn about division panels electricity management 



Showcase your school colors 

and foster a sense of belonging 

among your students. 
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Price List

SPHERIC-C002

Reception

Create an inviting and 

practical circulation desk 

tailored for open spaces 

like libraries or main 

entrances. 

Take advantage of the versatility of 
our Spheric collection. With options 
for straight returns, curved counters 
and low counters that are accessible 
for all students, you can create your 
ideal reception desk. 

For safe and practical book returns, 
enhance your reception desk with  
a dedicated book drop! 



Study Spaces

Encourage discussions and teamwork 

while freeing up meeting rooms.  

These open-space study areas encourage 

spontaneous meetings among students, 

which are essential for their social and 

academic development.

The Link table is an ideal way to meet the 
growing need for collaboration in study 
spaces. It provides the convenience needed 
for all kinds of project meetings: small 
teams, study groups or just brainstorming.
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Learn more

Price List

LINK-TEXTO-MESH-C001



Gathering 
& collaboration
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Collaborative Rooms

Choose a Level multimedia table, available in 
different heights, or a conventional worktable 
like the TSTR. Take advantage of the contained 
space and set up each one to fit your needs. 
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Price List

Learn more

LEVEL-TSTR-C001

Collaboration rooms give students 

the chance to immerse themselves 

in their own learning process



Transform these rooms  

into conference rooms  

or even lounges! 
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Price List

Learn more

RECTANGULAR-SIT-C001
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Open Space Teamwork

Make the most of the spaces for the students and faculty by providing them 

with areas to work on projects together and exchange ideas. Foster teamwork 

and help students improve their group learning experience. 

Undergraduate students spend  

an average of 12 hours a week 

working on group projects.

Link tables feature built-in connections, making  
it easier for students to use technology to work  
and share information more efficiently. 

– National Survey of Student Engagement, 2020

12 hours a week

Price List

Learn more

LINK-LEO-C001



Corridors and Alcoves 

Public spaces, corridors and alcoves give students  

the chance to meet and discuss in an accessible setting. 

These spaces give students the chance to meet and 

discuss in an informal setting.

The Slim collection is both refined and modern, perfect for reception  
and lounge areas. The fine metal structure and sleek lines are a timeless, 
minimalist design.

Informal social interaction plays  

an important role in university 

student retention.

– Tinto, 2017
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SLIM-C012B

Price List

Learn more



Common Spaces
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Cafeteria

Create your cafeteria as an ideal 

gathering space for students to break 

or enjoy some refreshments between 

classes. Transform the standard into a 

welcoming and multifunctional space.

Mix and match round and square tables—the layout 
possibilities are endless! Create bench-style areas with our 
Sit seating and island stations with our Xtension collection 
to effectively divide the cafeteria space and add a splash of 
green foliage.
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CAFETERIA-C001

Price List

Learn more



Quiet Spaces

Taylor armchairs are the perfect 
complement for any rest area. 
Combining comfort and convenience, 
this collection is available in one-, two- 
and three-seat models. Simple solutions 
that work… what more could you ask for?  
Pair your lounge seating with occasional 
tables for an even more inviting space.

Studies show that quiet spaces can 

help improve students’ well-being.
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TAYLOR-T19-C002

Price List

Learn more



Locker Room

Layout your student activity spaces with a 
variety of lockers and other storage options. 
Add low, cushioned furniture for greater 
comfort and convenience.

Go team sports! Inspire awe with  

these spaces and let the visiting  

team see why you’re the winners.
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LOCKERS-C001

Price List

Learn more
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Safely store your belongings  

with our lockers –  

Security you can trust.
LOCKERS-C003

Price List

Learn more

Lockers
Lockers are an excellent storage option  
for educational institutions due to their  
wide variety of dimensions, adaptability,  
and security features.



Learning 

Classroom

The best classroom is a space  

that can be adjusted by the 

teachers or professors, that allow 

them to provide a more personal 

learning environment based on 

the course work.

Tables with casters make it possible to 
rearrange your classrooms based on the 
amount of interaction and engagement 
that you want to see. For example, you can 
move your tables into a U-shape for large 
group work sessions or move them into 
rows for more formal presentations. One 
classroom with many possibilities!

18
ACADEMIC-MADRID-C001

Price List

Learn more



Administration

Dean’s Office

Your educational institution needs space for 

its leadership. The dean’s office should be set 

up so you can handle administrative and 

educational tasks efficiently in a professional 

environment that is welcoming for students, 

instructors and parents.

With its thicker surfaces, the Manhattan collection lends a 
sophisticated look to your space. Add a touch of comfort 
with Slim lounge seating and coffee tables.

19
MANHATTAN-SLIM-C001 Price List

Learn more



Staff Office, Mailroom 

& Copy Room

A good layout for administrative 

offices helps improve the operational 

efficiency of a school. Give your 

administrative staff practical and 

well-organized offices for printing, 

mailboxes and storage.

The Millenium furniture collection offers 
contemporary desks for functional workspaces  
that meet the requirements of any work 
environment: private, semi-private or open offices. 
Opt for the Knockout collection for simple and 
accessible configurations with a sleek  
and professional look at unbeatable prices.
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MILLENIUM-C012

Price List

Learn more



Teachers’ Lounge

Set up a teachers’ lounge  

where instructors can gather, 

build professional relationships 

and share knowledge. Add a 

lunch space for the perfect 

teachers’ lounge!

Try a workspace in this room from the Level 
Collection, which features sleek design, 
creating a productive and highly customizable 
workspace. Include a Lennox table with the 
Madrid seating (both available at 3 heights) 
for a perfect fit in any space.
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LENNOX-C003B

Price List

Learn more



Conference

Conference rooms provide a private, 

flexible environment for meetings, 

presentations and training. Give your 

administrative staff dedicated, 

comfortable spaces that enable them 

to keep their conversations 

confidential.

The rectangular bases conference table is the 
centerpiece of any meeting room. Take advantage 
of the connection options that work for you. It’s 
easy to keep them out of sight by adding an access 
door for discreet cable management.
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CONFERENCE-RECTANGULAR-C002C

Price List

Learn more



Our variety  

of conference 

table options 

will suit any 

look you have 

in mind to 

make your 

meeting  

rooms more 

stylish  

and more 

convenient.
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Illustrated finishes in the brochure

Fabrics

Metals
Laminates

Wood HPL
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See our wide selection of finishes See all finishes on the Website

Mayer Fabrics 
Icon, Aegean

CHR 
Chrome

Mayer Fabrics 
Essence, Hedge

Mayer Fabrics 
Essence, Persimmon

BL 
Black

Mayer Fabrics 
Fanfare, Fiesta

Mayer Fabrics 
Icon, Steel

SN 
Satin Nickel

Momentum 
Tradition C-Zero, Kelly

Mayer Fabrics 
Essence, Sunray

W – Polar White

COO – Cosmos

BK – Bark

WGS – Willow Grey

SW – Smoked Walnut

COO – Cosmos

IGS – Ingot Grey

W – Polar White
Colors and Finishes Guide logiflex.ca



Logical  
and Flexible

Download the PDF version of 

this interactive brochure !


